
NOTES AND STUDIES 

published Legend of Danel from Ras Shamra. There (Tablet I, col. i, 
11. 29-37) the sight of eagles hovering over a house is a sign of disaster. 
The same meaning may well obtain here. We should then render: 

'Set unto thy mouth the trumpet of alarum ! 
It is as if an e~gle were over Yahweh's House!' 

Finally, for ip,i~~ ought not ,p,;~ ('p 'for there is an eagle' to be read? 
THEODOR H. GASTER, 

PARALLELS TO A N.T. USE OF uroµa 
THE following additions may be made to Professor Manson's article. 

Cicero (Ad Att. ii. r. 3) in 60 B.c. sends Atticus the speeches he had 
delivered as consul and calls them ' hoe totum <rwp.a '. Orelli objected 
to the genuineness of this passage, one of his reasons being that uwp.a 

ought not to be applied to a collection without any internal bond of 
connexion. But Cicero would have thought them most closely con
nected as being different parts of his defence of Rome against anarchy. 
No one now athetizes this passage. Josephus (Ant. xiv 3r2) quotes a 
decree of M. Antonius shortly after Philippi (42 B.c.) containing the 
words 6J<nr£p iK v6uov p.cy&.ATJ'i To Tij, 'Au{a,, uwp.,a vvv l>u'r. TYJV 71p.eTlpav 
v{KTJV &vacf,lpn. Here the word seems to mean the organized province 
of Asia. J osephus's own use of <rwp.a may be illustrated by two passages. 
In BJ. i r5 TO uwp.a -~. iuTop{ac;, 'the structure of his history', is 
made original if new facts are stated. In Ant. vii 66 David makes 
Jerusalem iv <rwp.a, by adding the d.Kpa to the lower city, 'one organic 
whole'. It is regrettable that the ninth part of the new Liddell and 
Scott only gives the N.T. uses, but none of those parallels which 
exhibit the sense of an 'organic whole' whether of persons or things. 

G. c. RICHARDS. 

BARNABAS AND THE DIDACHE 

IN his article 'The much-belaboured Didache' (J. T.S. Oct. 1936) 
Canon Streeter has done me the honour of devoting several paragraphs 
to an article of mine in the JOURNAL for April r932 (' The Didache in 
relation to the Epistle of Barnabas '), 1 in which I argued that the ' Two 

1 I desire to point out that the two articles in the J.T.S. for April and July 1934, 
which in his opening paragraph (p. 369) Canon Streeter inadvertently attributes to 
me, are not mine but the late Dean Armitage Robinson's, being his revision and 
enlargement of chapters i and iii of his book Barnabas, Hermas and the Didache. 
They were printed after his death, but exactly as he left them, save for a very 
few-mostly explanatory-footnotes with my initials. For full particulars see 
J.T.S. April r934, pp. ir3-rr8. Happily Canon Streeter's slip of memory has had 
·no untoward consequences, as he makes no further allusion to the two articles of 
1934 but confines attention to the one which is really mine. 
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Ways' in chapters xviii-xx of the Epistle is the immediate source of the 
'Two Ways' in the Didache i-v. 

I regret that at the present moment I am not in a position to do 
justice to Canon Streeter's comments and objections by attempting to 
reply to them in detail. To do so would exceed the space which I 
could ask for in this number of the JouRNAL, and would take me far 
beyond the one question arising out of my article-the relation of the 
Didache to Barnabas. I will content myself therefore with calling 
attention to a single point, which Canon Streeter appears to have either 
overlooked or forgotten. It is a matter which goes to the root of his 
whole position in regard to Barnabas and the Didache. To make this 
clear two preliminary remarks are necessary. 

I. Canon Streeter says (p. 372): 'Dom Connolly has made it 
impossible for any future scholar to reverse his hypothesis and argue 
that Barnabas used the Didache. He has left unweakened the hypot~esis 
that they both used a common source, which neither has incorporated 
without considerable modification.' 

I welcome the admission in the first of these two sentences, for there 
have been scholars of repute who have not hesitated to assume that the 
Didache was known to Barnabas. 

2. Next, it is to be gathered from Canon Streeter's last paragraph on 
p. 370 that he accepts chapter xvi of the Didache (that is, the conclud
ing apocalyptic chapter) as an integral part of the document. The same 
is necessarily inferred from his book The Four Gospels (to which he 
refers us) pp. 508 and 510-5rr. In the first of these places he does 
not include eh. xvi among 'certain passages the text of which is not 
sufficiently certain to bear the weight of an important conclusion '; and 
in the second he discusses the Gospel allusi,;ms in eh. xvi on the same 
terms as those to be found in other (by him) unchallenged parts of the 
document. Here again he has my suffrage : I agree that there is no 
just reason for questioning the genuineness of the last chapter. 

With these two postulates in mind let us now set side by side a pas
sage from this last chapter of the Didache and one from an early chapter 
of Barnabas-long before the introduction of the 'Two Ways'. 

Barnabas iv 9-ro. 

Oto 7rpoo-exwp.,EV lv Tat, (o-x<f

Ta[, YJP.,Epai,· ovoh yap Wcp€" 
A.~CJ'H YJfJ,,U.S /J 7rU.S' xp6vo, T~> 
7rtO-T€W!, 'f/fJ,,WV, olav P.,T/ vvv EVT<t> 

Didache xvi 2-3. 

7rVKvw, o~ o-vva X 0~ O-£ o- 0 E i;, T/
TO V VT E > Ta. &.v~KOVTa Tat, ifivxa'i, 
vµwv. 

ov yap wcfad .. ~o-H vµa, i 7ra, 

xp6vo, Tij, 7r{o-TEW<; vµwv, liiv 
P.,T/ olv T<t> olo-xd.T<p Katp<i> T£A£Lw-
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av6µqi Ka t p ~ KUl £V TOt<; µ'-llovaw 
<TKav&fAot<; we; 1rpl1rn vioZc; 0wv avn
<TTwµev, 1'va µiJ uxfi 1rape{u8vuiv o 
µi>..a,, •.•• 

{ti/ Ka0' EaVTOtl;; EV(JVVOl'TE;; JA,OVa.

{ETE w;; ~a.,, (JE(JtKatwµfroi, all' £7rl 
T6 avT6 uvvEpxoµ,evot uvvt11-
TEtTE 1repl. Tou Kotvfj uvµ,<f,lpoVToc;. 

0ijn. ev yap TaL<; euxa-rat<; 
-q µ,£pa t;; 7rA'J 0vv01uoVTat oi If w80-
1rpo<f,ijrnt K'TA. 

Unless, then, Canon Streeter is prepared to revise his judgement .in 
regard to the last chapter of the Didache (which I cannot think he will 
do simply because it is found borrowing from Barnabas), I do not see 
what he can effectually urge against my conclusion, based on other 
evidence, that the Didache derived its' Two Ways' from Barnabas. If 
the author knows the Epistle, how can it be said that he has taken this 
from it but not that? 

I did not refer in my article to the above quotation from Barnabas 
because I was there comparing the two versions of the 'Two Ways' 
strictly on their merits, and because this other parallel had already been 
commented on by Dr Armitage Robinson in his book Barnabas, 
Hermas and the Didache pp. 67-68. 

R. H. CONNOLLY, 

THE SPELLING IESSUS IN CERTAIN LATIN MSS 
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT 

IN his essay on 'The Name Jesus' in the series of Christological 
studies .Mysterium Christi, Prof. Deissmann calls attention to the 
tendency of Christian copyists to obliterate or to make unrecognizable 
the name Jesus whenever it occurs in the true text of the N.T. as the 
name of any person other tban the Saviour. 'Clearly it was felt to be 
a scandal', he writes, 'and that in early times, that there should have 
been other men of the name Jesus ... thus we find that in all other 
cases where the name Jesus occurs in the N.T. there have been inter
ferences with the text, by means of which other persons were deprived 
of the sacred name with varying degrees of success ' (p. 16). That the 
alterations were not therefore accidental but deliberate is Deissmann's 
contention; and he quotes a number of instances where the reading 
(or spelling) 'lquovc; or Iesus should undoubtedly be restored. 

Among these instances, however, are three of spelling in Vulgatc 
MSS, which I believe to be inadmissible as evidence. They are as 


